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The Visionific Organisation is a manifestation of a dream by
some young minds, who don’t just desire change but are also
working consciously and actively to make a difference. I truly
believe that the Visionific, with its aim to impact student lives
across the country and beyond, is all set to create wonders in this
world full of possibilities. The team of Visionaries that backs me
up at every downfall aims to take on the world with their heads
held high. 
We, at Visionific, consider this a forum for all where young minds
can always find a stage to display their ethereal talents. We seek
a great perhaps and never settle for anything less than perfect.
This indeed is our strength and our guiding principle. 
On this note, I welcome you to the world of Visionaries where we
redefine perspectives.

Ms. Prerna Dewan
(Founder-President)

Core Team's Desk

Mr. Prateek Mundeja
(Vice-President)

The Visionific Organisation, since its establishment, has held the
core principle to redefine the perspectives of the generations to
come. We aim to contribute in the morale development and skill
enhancement of every individual by giving them a platform to
showcase their talents to the universe. We wish to do this by
conducting a series of events ranging from acedemic events to
open-mics and stand-ups. Our vision is to leave no place
undiscovered to find students who are yet to recognize their real
self.
As an organisation, we seek to empower the future of this nation
and to train them for the real world through exposure and
training with highly experienced professionals. And we as a team
aim to give them a feeling of home where they can be the true
version of their soul and an escape from the world full of mirages.

I welcome you all to the world where we do not just desire change
but also work actively to bring in a significant difference.

F R O M  T H E
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When I first heard the idea, I was awed by the passion around
it. Visionific sounded like a home for similar minded young
enthusiasts to explore their passions. That, till now have stayed
true inside as well as around Visionific. As you navigate your
way through around understanding what we do around here,
feel yourself becoming a part of our family. 
Born in a time of distress and uncertainty, we open our doors
up for the future of opportunities. The world is changing faster
than ever before, and it gives me immense pride that we're
already adapted for the era that's yet to begin.
Offline or online; educational or entertainment; big or small;
we're ready to find ways that will keep you hooked while
enabling the most of your time spent with us.
With a vision of a better world.

Mr. Uday V Singh
(CEO)

Ms. Bhavneet Kaur
(CMO)

What separates great from the average is the willingness to
take risks and push the envelopes. The Visionific Organization
is the testimony of the meticulous efforts put in by the team
and the risks we are willing to take to reach the sky.  
The Visionific’s vision is “to reach every student aspiring growth
and aid them in bringing their ambition to reality.” This is what
keeps us going. 
We take the time to learn what you need and the goal of the
event, you can rest assured that the events will be on point and
you will not be disappointed. At our core, we love events. From
diligent spitballing of ideas to perfectionist like
implementation, we’ve got it all covered for you.
At last, all that we are is the result of what we thought. I hope
we are successful in redefining your perspective through our
vision.
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With the dream to turn people’s visions into reality, team
VISIONIFIC is the community of next generation change
makers. We seek to create a platform like none other where we
provide wings to one’s imagination while walking on our motto
– PERSPECTIVE. REDEFINED. It gives me immense pleasure
to preside as the Chief People’s Officer of The Visionific
Organization. I am also honoured to work with such dedicated
people and I am sure that with their relentless efforts,
Visionific would make a mark in people’s life. I am also very
grateful to Ms Prerna Dewan, Founder President, Visionific
Organization for considering me capable enough for this
prestigious post. Ms. Nitya Arora

(CPO)



ARES
Visionific's Official
Mascot
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A Sharp Beak, with a Determined Smile,
Soft with the Words, Bold in her Style;
I'm faster than the Eastern Storm,
flying with a Vision to Transform;
Owner of the nation's coolest wing,
I'm Ares, the Visionific's Eagle King.
 
She is The Visionific’s Mascot.
Always up for a challenge.
Her swiftness means she can promptly get over
obstacles. 
Her on-point vision is what she is most proud of. 
Regardless of the hurdles, she strives to redefine
perspectives.
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"Every Secret of A Writer's Soul,
Every Experience of His Life, Every
Quality of his mind, is written large
in his words. " - Virginia Woolf.
Keeping this thought in mind, we
launched our first event Qafiyah
focused on short tales and slam
poetry, giving all young writers out
there an open window to showcase
their creative side and move a step
closer to being a prolific writer. The
event witnessed young writers and
poets from all parts of the country
coming together and expressing the
beauty of their soul through words.
It was indeed a treat for the soul
and a successful venture which
provided a stage for the hidden
poets and writers. 

Qafiyah:
A digital Open-Mic

the view rises from the
deep, dark waters on a full

moon night



Yun chalte chalte zindagi mein bhaut kuch
choota hai,
So called maturity ne bachpan ko loota hai..
Kabhi toh jaadu par bhi yakin tha,
Aaj sach bhi lagta jhoota hai..

Kadam dar kadam bas aage badhe ham,
Khushiyon ka thikana na jaane kis modh par
baitha hai..

Bhaagti dodhti iss zindagi mein sab kuch kar
lein man karta hai,
Par shayad waqt bhi zara rootha hai..

Zindagi ke safar mein bas thake hue musafir
hai ham,
Khyalo ke ek sheher se guzarkar; hasraton ki
galiyon mein thehre hai ham..

Manzil ki khabar nhi, naa hi khwahish hai
abhi..
Chalo aaj ruk'te hai, thodha theher'te hai..
Kisi modh par ham sabhi..

Ek pyali chai sang kuch guftagu karte hai,
Zindagi ki raftaar ko zara ignore karte hai..

Chalo aaj har uss unkahi..unsuni baat ke baare
mein baat karte hai..
Voh aankho mein pighalti hui
Hothon pe thehri hui
Dil mein basti hui
Zehen mein dafan hui

Har ehsaas ke baare mein baat karte hai..
Aansuon mein bahta hua
Dhadhkan mein dhadhakta hua
Palko mein jhalakta hua
Saanson mein basta hua

Chalo baat karte hai..
About all those nights when grief enveloped
you and so called responsibilities sealed your
heart. When you were kept just like an unread
letter, unseen message or an unattended call.

Chalo baat karte hai..
About all those unfiltered emotions and
undressed conscious when I was supposed to
make love to your mind and instead I left.

Chalo baat karte hai..
About all the sunsets we watched together yet
I wasn't able to make you beleive that sunrises
existed too. When darkness was all around to
make you beleive that there's moonlight too.

Chalo Baat
Karte Hai!

- Juveriah Masroor
Ahmed
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Chalo baat karte hai..
About all the times you've cried to your own and
didn't let any of your tears leave a mark. When I
saw your dried eyes but failed to feel your
wounded heart.

Chalo baat karte hai..
About all your silences that made the noise and I
failed to read your shouting eyes. When I just
focused on your words which you chose to speak
after endless filters. But forgot to hear what
stayed in pauses between them before you
delivered.

Khwaab aur haqikat ke dermiyan ek zindagi hai..
Zindagi jo har pal gulzar nhi, 
Magar kaaton ka haar bhi nhi..
 
Ek pal tang aakar khwaabo se haqikat ne Yun
keh diya that may be between us is nothing but
the venomous truths and ugly lies and all unsaid
yet misunderstood chaos and pattern of thoughts
that held like a messed up pattern of lucent
starts up above in the sky..embedded in darkness
and failing lives as they became the shooting
stars which were not supposed to fulfill someone's
wish but carrying with them all the unloved souls,
unshed tears and crashing memories drowing in
darkness, leaving the light. Burning one last time
to become nothing just ashes of dead dreams as
I sighed...!

Haqikat se tang aakar kuch khwaab dekhe
hamne,
Unn khwaabon ko pura karna mein ek zindagi
guzri..
Phir aakhir khwaabo jab haqikat bante dekha,
Kuch aur naye khwaab saja liye hamne..

We SURVIVE in reality by actually LIVING life
while STAYING in dreams...
Dreams that are illusions until they become
reality..! 
And illusions are harmless too....!!!
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Roti maangi ek thi,
Thali mein chaar hain,
Uski chadar ke neeche mila bas pyaar hain,
Duniya ke ehsaaso mein ek ehsahas hain
yaaro,
Maujudgi se uski,
Khushiyan khud jaati aa hain,
Khud ka shukar mana dost,
Tere paas maa hain
Kehte hain bhagwaan har jagah nahi reh
sakte the,
Isliye unhone maa ko bnaya,
Khush hain yeh dil
Ki isne bhi bhagwaan ke ek roop ko paaya
Roti, kapda, makaan toh jeene ki zaroorat
the hi,
Par jeene ki zaroorat maa bhi hain,
Nahi soch sakta apna astitava iss
bhagwaan ke bina,
Yeh bhagwaan mere jeene ki chah bhi hain,
Jab puri duniya rotti huyi surat dekhti thi
meri,
Tab maa hi hain jisne mujhe hasna
seekhaya,
Girta toh bachpan mein hazaar baar tha,
Par yehi hain jisne mujhe chalna sikhaya,
Aaj bhi samay kuch iss kadar hain,
Ki har galti pe isse kuch path padhta hun,
Bas kahin durr naa hojaye merese yeh ek
din,
Issi baat ko main soch-soch ke darta hun,
Aaj iske pair mere ghar ke ujaale mein
hain,
Tabhi yeh mere ghar ki shaan bhi hain,
Tum maano yaa naa maano,
Yeh maa meri jee bhi hain meri jaan bhi
hain,
To the world, you’re a mother,
But to me, you’re the world,
With you, my happiness starts,
Maybe that’s why my life is pure and
burled,
They say the show must go-on,
And I agree,
 But if here my life is the show and you’re
not there,
I would agree to disagree,
I don’t need friends, l don’t need love, I
don’t need wife,
I’m ready to quit now if you can also live
upon my life

MAIN KAHA JAU, KIDHAR JAU
MAIN YEH SAMJH NAA PAU
ISKA KARZ KAISE CHUKAU,
 YEH BHI SMJH NAA PAU,
KABHI KABHI CHOTTI GALTI PE BHI QAHAR
DHAATI HAIN,
PAR MERI SAFALTA PE SABSE PEHLE
MUSKURATI HAIN,
MERI ZINDAGI KI HAR KHUSHI KI AASHNA
HAIN YEH MERI,
SHAYD ISKE BINA ZINDAGI FEEKI HAIN,
TABHI ZINDAGI KI ROOHANIYAT HAIN MERI,
ISKE BINA MERI HAAYAT NAA HOTI,
AGAR YEH NAA HOTI MERI SHAYAD ROOH BHI
ROTI 

MAAFI MANGNA CHAHUGA USSE,
AGAR KABHI USKA GALTI SE MAINE DIL
DUKHAYA,
KEHTE HAIN BHAGWAAN HARR JAGAH NAHI
REH SKTE THE ISLIYE UNHONE MAA KO
BNAYA
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- Reejak Pal Singh

Maa!



Mind is where, all our
thoughts & ideas build up,
Your mind is a magical
place, a place no one can
see,
It’s a place where thoughts
exist, where thinking can run
free.
Where imagination has no
bounds, and all ideas are
formed,
Where love and fears can
overtake and emotions are
transformed.

I still remember those days,
when, I was a kid,
Feeling to touch the sky and
believes to every story tale
taught to me,
Every child has an enormous
mind of dreams, imagination,
that could make him fly, 

“THOUGHTS & IDEAS OF OUR MIND-THAT MATTER”

�या �आ अंडू से �नकलते ही
हमारा उड़ना मुम�कन नह�
माना कमजोर है अभी, तो �या?
हम सीखना ही छोड़ द�|

�या �आ अगर �वा�हश�
दबा ली, खुद को
छोटा मान के, तो �या?
हम उ�मीद करना छोड़ द�|

डगमग डगमग यह कदम
हमारे लड़खड़ाते
टकराए ,तो �या?
हम चलना ही छोड़ द�|

हार मानना कभी जाना नह�
100 बार �गरे, तो �या?
हम को�शश करना छोड़ द�|

आज चोट खाकर
उड़ना सीखा है
सूरज के साथ उठकर
चांद के साथ सोना सीखा है|

इन उ�मीद� के धाग� को
चांदनी चादर म� �परोना सीखा है
�दल म� मचलती खुशी �लए,
आंख� म� कामयाबी �लए,
हमने आसमान को चूमना सीखा है|

make them free from
hesitation and resulting in
asking a no. of questions.
Exploring is the path, they
follow,
But still I don’t know why,
they change their path, as
they grow.
Your thinking controls your
life, it is the magic key,
It unlocks your full potential,
or can make you disagree,
Your perception of the
world, depends on what you
think,
If your mind is full of crap &
chaos, then your life will
stink.
Your performance in your
life, is governed by you,
If you think smartly, your
path will be easy,

But, if you think foolishly,
then, your path will be
messy.
Life is a road, that is meant
to be enjoyed, as a kid,
finding every new stop as a
new opportunity to challenge
you up.

Change your thinking to
change your life, it is a
simple truth,
Why so many do not
understand that, all you
have to do.
Is to-
Open your mind and let god
in, then open up your heart,
Let his light dispel the dark,
as you make a brand-new
start.

- Daksh Malhotra

- Priyansh Chauhan
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      It was an amazing event. There were people of all ages.
The team was really supportive and performing here gave me
new found confidence. Thank you Team Visionific!

Reviews:
(Source: Feedback form filled by
participants after the event.)

     Learnt a lot from
the talent and
experience of Jury
members.

     Eagerly waiting
for the next event!

     Can't get better
than this.

     It was one of the
finest events.

      It was
just perfect.

     The judges were
unbiased but less
interactive.
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How satisfied were
you with the event?

Rate the judges.



From the Event Heads
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Being the youngest member of the team,
it was a privilege to able to work with
such an enthusiastic and hardworking
team. Qafiyah was a huge success not
just because of the amazing team we had
but also because of the talented
participants from all over India. We got
to witness some great poetries and short
stories. It was my honour to be the event
Head for Qafiyah-2020.

I have always had an uncanny
attraction to events. This is what I
have always wanted to be, an event
organizer. I am extremely grateful to
The Visionific Organisation for making
me a member of this beautiful family.
This has not only provided me with an
environment to grow but also develop
and hone my skills. Seeing Qafiyah
become a success is by far the most
joyous happening in my life. I am
honoured to have got this opportunity
to serve as the event head for this
amazing project, Qafiyah-2020

- Ms. Saakhi Dewan
(Co-Event Head, Qafiyah)

- Ms. Mansi Sancheti
(Co-Event Head, Qafiyah)



I truly believe that Dreams keep you motivated to keep aside
your fears and reach the pedestal of success. With this vision,
I joined The Visionific Organisation where young minds
redefine perspectives. We provide a platform where talents
are respected and skills are polished. From morning texts to
late-night team meetings, Visionific is a place where all of
our ideas are accepted and our spirits are motivated. I was
appointed as the Co-Marketing Head in this organisation
which gave me the opportunity to learn professionalism and
leadership skills. My experience of handling a group of 10-15
interns has been filled with challenges and fun which has
helped me to grow into a more responsible and confident
person. The best part of all is that even your smallest efforts
are always appreciated. So, thank you so much for this
appraisal as well! The kind of environment we possess in
Visionific propels me to work more efficiently for this
organisation. So, I am glad that I am not just a team
member but a part of this family

Ms. Ishita Sharma
(Co-Marketing Head)
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When a team of dedicated visionaries commits to act as one, SKY
IS THE LIMIT.  The Visionific Organization is not just a platform
for conducting events but also a place where visions are defined. I
have done various internships in the past but never felt the same.
As here, I am treated as a part of this beautiful family. Everyone
is very welcoming and dedicated at the same time. 
I always wanted to be the part of a startup because the startup
has a solution to a problem and it starts from zero. We, as
visionaries, have to make it a success. This opportunity of
becoming the Co-marketing head in this organization has polished
my marketing skills, leadership skills and communication skills. I
always believed in the idea of growing together. I can very proudly
say, visionaries are growing together each day by performing new
tasks, everyday challenges, and interactive meetings. But the best
thing I have gained is friends who have helped me in every
situation and have made me believe in myself more. I am forever
grateful to this organization for every small change I can
introspect in myself. In the interview, I said I would prove to be an
asset to this organization. From that moment, I am working with
consistency.  I will make my statement true and will work with more
enthusiasm and dedication in future too.  
Thank you for appreciating me and boosting my energy. 

Ms. Bhumika Chhabra
(Co-Marketing Head)

STAR MEMBERS OF THE MONTH



From past to present, the home is considered as the most peaceful place, where family members
find care and love, but today the reality is completely different. To some people coming or going
home is a huge scare and shiver and the reason is the violence they have to face at their homes.
Domestic violence, an intentional behaviour of family members to harm or potentially harm the
physical, mental, economic relations with other members of the family which is indiscriminate of age,
gender or caste. Though this type of crime is less recognized but is done in almost every third house
for different reasons. The petite and despicable reasons like giving no or less dowry or not giving
birth to a boy. The victims and abusers both have a lack of understanding about what is happening
in their homes and how this can be stopped. A study made by a famous university of Great Britain
says that boys who learn that women are not to be valued or respected and who see violence
directed against women are more likely to abuse women when they grow up. But have you ever
wondered about men, children and people of LGBTQ community?  
The violence of this kind is often disdained. Men are tortured physically, mentally as well as socially
by actions that may not seem like domestic violence on the surface and are generally victim to
problems like being called names and threatened of their revelation of embarrassing moments and
personal things.  
The children, majorly teenagers are exposed to such negative and dark side of the society without
their knowledge where they are brutally beaten to make them as labour or not standing up on the
oppressor’s expectations. Such activities can lead to worse long-term effects on their future. On the
other side are the communities who are punished for something they were not responsible: the
LGBTQ's and women, both are cursed for being what they are and are simultaneously tortured by
their families and society. One major problem among Indian women is that they consider their
spouses as their god and “the only one in their life” they never speak up or seek justice for
themselves.  

Domestic violence
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But this is not the only way such crimes can be
prevented. Sometimes if the affected ones
themselves don’t speak up, their bruises and the
marks of physical assault or black eyes and even
their low self-esteem speak a lot about the
injustice that is happening to them every next day.
And even if it is not physical maltreatment their
actions and way of addressing people will surely
shout their state of mind. Victims can be helped
either by making them aware or by noticing their
very minute details. Let’s raise our voice for the
oppressed and neglected, and stand in solidarity
with those who are calling for a brighter future.
Every contribution, however big or small, is so
valuable and will help in creating this planet a
better place for each one to live in.

By
Ms. Raanya Arora



Mental
Health

Life's not fair and the world too
Some get past it yet some give up like they
always do
Put harsh judgements on themselves
And forget the golden rule
'Be kind to yourself'
They smile through the day and not look
out for help
For this society is too shallow to understand
Disregarding mental health instead of
lending a hand
It's hard to always lie
Always hide the way you feel
Losing faith in life each day
Forgetting what is real and reel
Panic, anxiety and darkness encircling me
each second
Increasing this emptiness, I'm gettin'

But no words to explain this to my narrow-
minded society
As I cry internally thinking of how I've lost
my sanity.
Mental illness hit me when I was thirteen
Thereafter I stopped feeling no thing
Not regarding myself as a person anymore
Just a sad, dull thing that no one adores
This pandemic taught us how we needed to
stay busy to be okay
And how our families need to understand
that children too can fall prey to mental
illness and live in dismay
Instead of treating them as mentally
disabled
Treat them with love and care for ignorance
can be fatal.
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By
Ms. Saakhi Dewan
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Skobe is an online and offline network of Skill artists from
all domains (Music, dance, DJ, poetry, painting, etc.),
working exclusively to provide entertainment on a door-to-
door basis. Currently functional in Delhi NCR, Skobe aims
at providing door-to-door entertainment served with the
best quality artists exclusively curated and personalized as
per the needs of the other party. 

Skobe<>Artists 
Skobe aims at building India’s largest network of skill artists where each skill artist has a
platform to showcase their talent to the world out there and get recognized. 
They aim at spreading a ray of hope to the unpopular yet high potential artist located inside
small houses of small towns and are buried under societal pressure. That “yes there is
someone who values your skill like anything” and wants to change the mentality of mass who
believe in “Skill isn’t worth” to SKILL IS THE NEW WORTH. 
They aim at challenging the mindset of people who feel that if you are a singer, dancer,
designer, music producer, etc. then you do not have a future.
With the change of mindset across the nation in the last 5-6 years, Skill has been recognized
at every platform. With Skobe we want to take that journey ahead. 
Skobe aims at preparing a common platform for all the artists located across India, wherein
they can show their talent, interact, and learn collaboratively. 

Skobe<>Entertainment 
Skobe acts as a one-stop solution for all entertainment needs. You want to make your
occasion livelier, consider Skobe and whatnot purposes. Everyone needs entertainment and if
someone can provide personalized entertainment to someone, what else is required. 
With the artists of Skobe, they aim at bringing the best-personalized entertainment available
on the table at a reasonable cost so that the moments you live are converted into memories
you cherish for a lifetime. 
Skobe has successfully automated the process of booking an artist and allows you to find and
book any artist according to your event in less than 3 minutes
By solving the problem of personalized entertainment that can make anyone feel special,
Skobe aims to work for a social cause of improving people’s mental health. 

Skobe has few more initiatives- 
Skobe Community-  
A place for all the artists to collectively grow, interact with like-minded people and develop a
workspace which beliefs in collectively growing. 
Skobe NGO- 
A voluntary initiative to bring on smiles upon some underprivileged children with entertainment.

Skobe aims at producing Skill entrepreneurs, people who have a passion for skills and are
ready to go miles for it, Skobe provides them with an environment through its services through
which they can develop collectively and get employed.
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CASE STUDY- Learning
While Travelling (LWT)

Present Scenario of LWT
Learning While Travelling academy (LWT academy) has a spectrum of programs for various
age groups while Byju’s caters to students between 4 to 18 years of age. In the world of Byju's,
Unacademy, etc. LWT academy has a first-mover advantage in various aspects. On one hand,
where its competitors provide recorded sessions, LWT academy conducts live interactions
between the faculties and the students simulating the offline classroom format. Some of these
live sessions are recorded for revision purposes. This acts as a double reinforcement and
effective learning. LWT academy's target segment caters from Kindergarten to people
aspiring to become entrepreneurs. They believe that from the very childhood a child must be
groomed in a way that helps them achieve their aspirations in start-up/professional career.
Students are groomed in a way so that they are future ready. It is India’s first Online
Academy where the students are taught by faculties that reside in foreign countries. A key
differentiator is LWT academy compliments the “online learning” with “offline excursions”. The
offline excursions mainly happens during the summer and to different countries.

About Vishal Kumar
A Global Start-up Consultant and the Founder & CEO of Learning while Travelling, Vishal
Kumar completed his early education from the steel city of India, Jamshedpur, he did his
Under Graduation from IIT Kharagpur and Post Graduation from UBC Vancouver, Canada.
He worked in the Oil and Gas Industry in Canada, Indonesia and Singapore for 8 years.
Following which he decided to pursue MBA. Like many other MBA aspirants he wasn’t sure as
to which Business School was the best fit for him. However, instead of just trusting the words
of overseas counsellors he decided to visit these schools in person and get first-hand
experience. So he prepared an itinerary which could cover most of the Business Schools he
was interested in. He travelled to across 25 cities in 11 countries and got first-hand experience
by way of attending demo classes in 31 top Business Schools like IVEY, BOCCONI, IMD,
INSEAD. He said, “Living abroad for almost 11 years and traveling to 25 countries  has
changed me in ways that cannot be described in words”

Most students find it difficult to choose the right career path
Indian youth does not aspire to have Global Standard and are mostly satisfied with the
National Standards
Most of the Indian youth lack cross-cultural skills

Problems identified
LWT academy was found with a vision to raise the Indian youth to a global standard and
make them industry ready, by addressing the following problems.



How did he address the problem?
The foundation stones of The LWT Academy lay in the decision that Vishal Kumar made at
an early stage when he was faced with a decision on choosing the correct Business School for
his further education. He did not want to depend on the words of the overseas counselors
hence, this acted as a catalyst and made Vishal decide that he would in person attend the
trial classes provided at the Business Schools that match with his consideration set and be
able to make a well-informed decision.
The LWT Academy acts as bridge between Indian and Foreign Education resulting in raising
the Indian youth to a global brand.
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Covid-19 Impact on LWT academy and how it was resolved.
LWT academy was initially into conducting offline excursions to different countries and
attending conferences that laid the foundation stone of “Learning While Travelling” However,
due to the Covid-19 pandemic, they had to tweak their offerings to cope up with the situation.
They raised investments to sustain and introduced online learning mode by faculties from
different countries. They introduced three product lines that catered to kids, students and
startups which aims at enhancing their global knowledge.

The shift to an online platform was done smartly, moving the LWT (Learning While
Travelling) concept to Covid special LWT (Learning Without Travelling) and having said that
they not only moved towards the E-learning and traveling space but they also moved towards
a threshold of a new learning experience. They tried to experiment with the things which were
exclusive to online mode only since they knew that online mode can never match-up with
offline education systems. To do so, they brought International Exposure to India through
“broadband and cables”. To add value to the platform they brought foreign faculties to teach
the students since that can attract more students as well as bring exclusivity to the platform.

Today LWT is the juxtaposition of an “E-Learning and Travelling platform.”

As Vishal Kumar goes on to say, “The most important key to success according to me is
“consistency” and to be present in front of the audience on regular basis.

Way Ahead
Going forward E-Learning platforms who currently provide recorded sessions and focus only
on academic growth can partner with LWT academy for conducting International offline
excursions. Moreover, the international faculty that are invited for conducting the online
sessions is their major USP which gives LWT academy the first-mover advantage since they
are the first to add the international flavour to the Indian education technology space.



Story of the Organisation
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Imagine a dark night. Add some rain to it with classical music in the background. You’re
going on with your daily activities when suddenly a grand idea strikes your mind. Your
pen drops from your hand making waves in the silent darkness. This is the idea that
changes your entire world. The idea of Visionific. Feels too dramatic? Because it is. 
Visionific didn’t start out as an idea out of nowhere. It is a result of a desire towards
change. Visionific is born out within a group of students seeking better opportunities
without having to compromise their studies, budgets and passions. As noticed by our
founder, there is a real gap between the skills employers and even creative careers
require and the skills that the students possess after they complete their regular
education. 
 
It was visible that this gap was bridgeable but the right path was missing. The trustable
skill-development brands are out of reach of any regular Indian student while the not
so popular ones usually leave students in a Mirage of achievement without any actual
life skills. Miss Prerna thought that with her team of trustable visionaries she can
change the situation. What happened next is real and nothing less than a movie, she
started talking with her group, arranged the meetings and within a week planned and
released not only Visionific but also announced our first event: Qafiyah. 
Since that point, we’ve been on a quest to understand the student lives and push them
to a global scale. The road isn’t very smooth, but our team is ready to do whatever it
takes. Our dedicated minds have fun craft & games nights in-between the long work
sessions to bring our spirits up.  

Best Part? The story of Visionific is just getting started. From adventures around Super
Villians to lands where your dreams can come true, we’ve it all lined up.  

Your next big opportunity is just a Vision away.
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Team
Building
Activities



Upcoming events of
The Visionific Organisation
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Webinar and Quiz on
National Education
Policy 2020
11 October 2020, Sunday

29 July 2020 was indeed a notable day in the history of our nation, when the
National Education Policy was announced. 
The National Education Policy promises to change student lives forever. The
5+3+3+4 assessment model, more reliance on tech and a focus on vocational
education are just some of the salient features of the NEP 2020.
There is a significant amount of population that has questions about how NEP will
affect their lives- from students to parents, from educators to authors- all and
sundry have speculations about how the implementation of NEP 2020 will roll out.
We aim to address all those queries at a virtual platform and help the crowd in
comprehending the 5W1H of the New National Education Policy.
Mr. Kanishk Shekhar, Educationist and Political Analyst, would be our expert speaker
for the day.

Free Registrations for all!
Register yourself at
www.thevisionific.com/nep



Adorning your  health  better !

Prerna
Medicos

       +91  98106-76894  

       +91  99999-76920

       G-9 ,  Aggarwal Tower,

       CU Block, Pitampura 

       vivekdewan20@gmail.com 

The Visionific Organisation@thevisionificorg

the insight
Official Newsletter of The Visionific Organisation.

Mr. Vivek Dewan
Chemist

www.thevisionific.com

Mr. Rishi Dewan
Chemist

Contact for advertisement: Ms. Ishita Sharma (+91 83680-91045)


